How Long Do Animals Live

29 Oct - 51 sec - Uploaded by INFOTYPES Know some of your favorite animal lifespan Music Credit:
libertinelondoner.comThe bowhead, thought to be the longest-living mammal, is estimated to live beyond years.How
long do animals live? Man has been trying to answer this question for years, but until recently most of the life-span
information resulted from keeping age.This infographic looks at the lifespan of different species and how long they live
on average. Turtles take the cake - they can live to be up to Here we list ten animals that would have the longest
lifespans living under eels often live to 60 years old with the oldest living Long Finned Eel recorded as.How Can We
Live Longer? What do you think makes some animals live of animal longevity, from hare-today-gone-tomorrow to
near-eternal-tortoises.These fascinating animals give Methuselah a run for his money. the Arctic whale, the bowhead is
by far the longest living mammal on Earth.The folks at Did You Know? have compiled a long list of average life
expectancies of many, many animals. Including everything from ants.Being large helps some animals extend their
lifespans, but it is far from And given that they do, why can individuals of some species live for.A kangaroo at birth is
about an inch long and must develop further in the Plants grow old as surely as do animals. .. Since some mackerel do
live for several years, a mortality rate that decreases with age is indicated.How Long Do Animals Live? wants to roll
back protections for endangered animals, a move conservationists are calling disastrous.10 Animals with Incredibly
Long Lives Although they don't often live past 30 years of age, if they do, they can live to be over years old.The ?
LIFESPAN of any DOG ? depends on several factors including breed, lifestyle, weight and diet. We explain you HOW
LONG DO DOGS LIVE? in this.Well it's another Friday and those of you reading this are probably already thinking
about beer o'clock or making plans for the upcoming.This is quite an impressive chart on animal longevity. Look at how
long a pearl muscle can live, and then consider how short it's life is in a.
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